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It’s splendid that you have decided to choose the exceptional Zen Color lamp. We hope it’s design
and ergonomic will fulfil your high expectations, as we believe we are directing our product at a
demanding, design-savvy customer. We wish you to have the best experience using our products!

Installation

Maintenance

After taking it out of its packaging, the lamp is
ready to be mounted on the wall and plugged
in. If you decide to connect it to the electrical
junction box in the wall, connect the cables
in the way described on the feeder, which is
placed under the hood of the lamp. Disassembling the hood requires unscrewing two bolts
and taking off the flap with the logo. Attention!
Disassembling and installing the lamp is best
be commissioned to a professional electrician
or done in accordance with the rules of working with high voltage.
Unprofessional handling and modifications can
cause damage to the lamp or put your health
and life at risk. After connecting the cables, you
need to tighten the bolts on the flap again, and
mount the lamp on the ceiling or wall.

The operation time for the lamp is 50000 hours. In case of any malfunction, please contact
us. It is best to clean the lamp using a microfiber cloth. If there’s a need for a more throughout cleaning, it’s best to use a de-greasing
solution or dishwasher liquid.

Use
The lamp is operated simply by turning it on
and off by means of a switch located on the
cable or in case of a ceiling lamp - on the wall.
The remote coltrol unit you will find inside will
allow you to turn the light on and off, change
the colour and brightness or choose the light
animation program.
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The influence of colour on our mind and body
is universal, and works regardless of beliefs
and background.
We present a synthetic list of the colours
emitted by the Zen lamp:
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stimulates mental energy
antidepressant, causes deep sleep

Dimensions

calming, balancing and bringing harmony

diameter a

38cm / 14.96in

color

opal white

stimulates hunger, creativity, vitality

diameter b

16 cm / 6.3in

supply voltage

110-240V

helps discipline and mental order

depth c

3,8 cm /1.5in

power consumption

max. 9W

lessens stress, diminishes insomnia

depth d

4 cm / 1.77in

light source

LED RGB

thickness e

0,8 cm /0.315in

light control

remote

distance f

13,3 cm /5.24in

cable lenght

3m

helps to relax
stimilates the senses

Zen Color
Focus your mind on the ring of light and relax.
Allow your senses to focus. Follow your zen.
The Zen lamp shines in a circular shape within
the centre of a circle.
The light subtly shines from the whole surface
of the lamp. You can choose the ambience you
want for your room. The shade and brightness
can be adjusted with a pilot (included), and the

Technical Specifications

Parameters

Zen Series
colours can be animated in various ways.
The lamp can be mounted either on the wall
or on the ceiling, and the cable can be respectively either hidden in the wall, or ended with
a plug.

The Zen lamps are lamps made to fullfill your
needs - you will find a lamp in any size and colour and for any purpose. The light source are
LED strips - ecological and safe, allowing you
to use them in many different ways. All lamps
are made of acrylic glass. This material is recyclable, so you can be sure that if you take care
to recycle the lamp, it will get a second life.

Zen series lamps work with voltage in the
range of 110V to 240V so you can be sure
that it can be used all over the world.

